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Reichmann Ski & Board Tuning

Online premiere of the Reichmann Slope
Master

On February 1st, the latest machine innovation from Reichmann was presented to the sports
retailers and rental companies in an online premiere. The new Slope Master is probably the
smallest grinding robot for skis and snowboards on the market. In addition to the particularly
compact size, it has numerous other exciting features for the user.
Small in design – big in performance
The new Slope Master combines numerous user advantages in an extremely compact housing.
The reduced structure makes the installation and maintenance of the robot particularly easy. The
possibility of dressing the grinding stone for skis in different zones for pre-grinding and structure
grinding means that the user can achieve the same high-quality grinding result with just one
stone as a service robot with two grinding stones. This saves time, material and space in the
workshop. As a further highlight, the Slope Master can be combined with the DTS-U II RACE
edge grinding machine to create a fully automatic robot for base and edge grinding. The robot
can be used universally: from cross-country skis to alpine skis or extra-long jump skis to
snowboards.
Presentation at ISPO Digital 2021
As one of the first longstanding exhibitors at ISPO in Munich, Reichmann remained loyal to the
fair in this extraordinary year. In a virtual brand room, the online trade fair visitors were able to
discover the new Slope Master and other company highlights and communicate via live chat. “Of
course, an online trade fair cannot replace personal contact and a live demonstration of the
machine. Nevertheless, it was important to us to be part of ISPO Digital despite the difficult
circumstances and to use the platform as a supplement to our own channels,” says Stefan
Reichmann.
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Personal demonstration appointments by arrangement
The new compact grinding robot has been available online since February 1st at the microsite
www.slopemaster.de/en. As an additional service, Reichmann also offers individual
demonstration appointments in the showroom in Weissenhorn after personal consultation and
taking into account the currently applicable hygiene regulations.
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